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Abstract— In this project we are explaining the 

implementation and design of firefighting robot. In this 

project there are two dc motor used for the motions. Three 

flame sensors are used for detection of temperature or fire if 

any. And .For extinguishing fire dc water pump is used to 

pump water.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The project is presented on firefighting robot. It has termed 

that has since been used refer to human which human find 

difficult .As robots find easy to perform such repetitive task 

more quickly and easily with no life damage or any harm. As 

nowadays robots have gained popularity due to advancement 

of technologies of computing and human like technology is 

easier and comfortable. The robot is used to search for a fire 

in a small floor plan of the specific dimension. In These 

project robot will move through model structure and if fire 

still exists it can be extinguished wih the help of pump.  

II. COMPONENTS 

1) Arduino UNO 

2) Fire Sensor or Flame sensor 

3) Servo Motor 

4) L293D Motor Driver Module  

5) Breadboard 

6) Robot chassis with motors and wheel  

7) A Small can 

8) Connecting wires Are the main components required. 

9) A small camera  

10) Small LCD  

11) Temperature sensor  

These are advance components added for the advancement in 

the project. 

III. COMPONENT DESCRIPTION: 

A. Arduino UNO:  

It is an open source microcontroller board. Which is based on 

the microchip ATmega328p microcontroller and developed 

by Arduino.cc. The board is having an digital and analog 

input/output pins that are interfaced to various expansion 

boards and the other circuits. 

B. Flame Sensor:  

A Flame detector is a sensor the presence of flame or fire. it 

allow flame detection. Whenever we install like industrial 

furnaces, their will work to provide confirmation that whether 

the furnace is working properly or not. A detector works more 

accurately that the heat or smoke detector as its uses to detect 

the flame.  

C. Servo Motor:  

A tool having mechanism |positioned |actuator} that rotates 

or linear actuator that enables for precise management of 

angular or linear position, velocity, and acceleration. It 

requires a relatively sophisticated controller, often a 

dedicated module designed specifically for use with 

servomotors.  

D. Motor Driver:  

A Motor driver is coordinated circuit chip that is typically 

accustomed management motor in autonomous robots. Motor 

driver acts as interfaced between Arduino and the motors. 

The most common used motor driver are L293 Series for 

example L293D. We will be referring here motor driver IC as 

L293D only.L293d which has 16 pins. 

E. Breadboard:  

A device prototype which is temporary with electronics and 

test circuit design. Most electronic components in electronic 

circuits can be interconnected by inserting their terminal into 

the holes by using wires. The breadboard has strips of metal 

under the board as connect the holes on top of the board. 

F. Robot Chassis with Motor and Wheel:  

The robot chassis is used as it has multiple holes so that you 

can easily fix the electronics on it.  

G. A small can:  

A Small can is used to pour water in it. As to filled water 

sprayed on the flame or fire.  

H. Connecting Wires:  

A connecting wires allows an electric current to flow from 

one point on a circuit to another because electricity needs a 

medium through which it can move. As they are made up of 

copper and aluminium. They are good conductor of 

electricity. 

I. A Small Camera:  

A camera is used to capture the images.  

J. Small LCD:  

A small LCD placed on robot displays the images capture by 

camera.  

K. Temperature Sensor:  

It is a device which is named as Temperature Sensor .which 

used to measure environment quantity. Which collects the 

data about temperature from a particular source and converts 

the data into understandable form for a device. So, we place 

three such sensors in three directions of the robot to sense on 

which direction the fire is burning 
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IV. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 

 
Here in the above circuit diagram the all connections are done 

to check the working by uploading the program in it. Based 

on the project, we have to use container to pour the water in 

it for the pumping purpose. In that case use your creativity to 

set the pumping system. Here after setting the pump and 

poured water inside it. Then assemble all component 

according to the above circuit shown.  

V. WORKING  

The main designing of the project is done using fire sensor 

module. As these sensors have an IR RECEIVER which is 

used to detect the fire. When fire burns it emits a small 

amount of infra-red light, this light will be received by the IR 

receiver on the sensor module. Then we use an Op-Amp to 

check for change in voltage across the IR Receiver, so that if 

a fire 0V(LOW) and if there is no fire the output pin will be 

5V(HIGH. We notice the direction of the fireplace we will 

use the motors to maneuver close to the fireplace by driving 

our motors through the L293D module. When close to a 

fireplace we've to place it out victimization water. Using a 

tiny instrumentation we are able to carry water, a 5V pump is 

additionally placed within the instrumentation and also the 

whole instrumentation is placed on high of a servo motor in 

order that we will management the direction within which the 

water needs to be sprayed. let’s proceed with the connections 

now. 

VI. VIDEO STREAMING 

The video streaming robot will capture the images with the 

help of camera and are sent to the web server so we can see 

the current scenario of space wherever that golem are going 

to be gift, being anyplace from internet server.  

VII. TEMPERATURE MONITORING 

The robot will continuously monitor the temperature where 

that robot will be present with the help of temperature. The 

temperature sensor reading will get displayed on LCD display 

present on robot. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The project firefighting robot is implemented using arduino. 

Which will automatically sense the fire and start the water 

pump and extinguish it. 
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